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Low-wage workers have always faced difficulties earning enough to meet their basic needs in the
context of the complex financial tradeoffs between receiving public benefits and taking on any or
more employment. However, welfare reform and skyrocketing housing and medical costs have
exacerbated these challenges to low income families, policy makers, and the providers and
agencies that serve them. Employment – often at low-wages – is imperative for most families
and, even with supplementary public benefits, financial independence is not easy to achieve for
many working families. Wages are too often too low to meet the high cost of living in the state,
many benefits are sometimes difficult to get even when eligible, and eligibility for benefits phase
out at relatively low earnings.
The Center for Social Policy (CSP) at UMass Boston and the DC-based Center for Economic and
Policy Research (CEPR) have teamed up with policy groups in nine states and the District of
Columbia to highlight these issues, bring public and policy attention to solutions, and provide
usable information to advocates. In Massachusetts, CSP leads the research and dissemination
activities and collaborates with advisors on the project (see list provided). At the national level,
CSP collaborates with CEPR in national outreach activities and analyzes qualitative data
generated by state level partners.
The Bridging the Gaps project has three important research goals surrounding low-wage workers
and work support programs intended to help them get and keep employment. The first goal is to
assess the size of the “hardship gap” the difference between resources (earnings plus benefits) and
the costs low-income families face. The second goal is to examine the “eligibility gap” by
measuring the actual utilization of work-support benefits among eligible benefits. The third goal
is to understand the difficulties low-income workers who do use work-support benefits face and
the strategies they use in trying to make ends meet. There is considerable academic and policyoriented research on each of these issues, although with few exceptions, they have not addressed
these issues comprehensively, especially across states.
This project is taking place in two phases. In the first phase all the research partners, including
Massachusetts, are currently or have already collected and summarized various aspects of
eligibility and use of six public benefits (Transitional Assistance for Needy Families; Child Care
Development Fund child care subsidies; Food Stamps; Medicaid including SCHIP; the Earned
Income Tax Credit, and Section 8 and public housing). A preliminary report on Massachusetts’
findings is available at http://bridgingthegaps.org/publications.html. Using this information and
several large data sets, CEPR is estimating the percentage of eligible families that actually receive
any of these benefits and the hardship gaps across a range of family income in the nine states and
the District of Columbia.

We are now at the second phase, which includes qualitative research on how low-wage workers
in low-income families, providers, and policy makers and advocates experience and manage the
delicate balance of low-wage work and public benefit receipt. Three states (Massachusetts,
Minnesota and North Carolina) and the District of Columbia are conducting focus groups with
low and moderate income workers to explore how they manage to make ends meet and juggle
earnings and benefits for which they are eligible. Throughout the project, CSP researchers will be
consulting with policy groups on how to best present findings to make them most useful.
The final products in this project will include:
• a report on the hardship and eligibility gaps, the context for access to benefits, and the
experiences facing families and providers with the income-benefit tradeoffs;
• a report focusing on the national policy issues that will be based on nationally
representative micro-data and compares the findings across states; and
• outreach activities with advocates, policy makers, and the media at the national and state
levels.
In Massachusetts, where the Center for Social Policy directs the project, outcomes will
include:
o a Massachusetts report that details the hardship and eligibility gaps in specific
cities and the context for access to benefits, and how families and providers
experience income-benefit tradeoffs. Information from the five focus groups
highlight people’s personal experiences with getting access (or not) to public
benefits and strategies people use to meet their family’s needs.
o convenings of policy advocates and advisors to discuss findings and messaging.
o two statewide briefings for the release of this report followed by outreach to the
provider community, advocates, policy makers, as well as dissemination to the
local and state media and the public.
o participation by the team in a national outreach and dissemination effort
coordinated by the CEPR. The team will contribute to briefings of the
Massachusetts congressional delegation as well as those of other states.
The ultimate outcome of this project will be concrete, accessible information about the trade offs
faced by families over a range of low to mid-level earnings. This information will be presented to
policy makers engaged in policy decisions with direct implications for the state’s low-income
population.
This project is funded through a grant to the Center for Social Policy from the Stoneman Family
Foundation as well as grants to the Center for Economic and Policy Research from the Annie E.
Casey Foundation and the Ford Foundation
For questions about this project, please contact Randy Albelda (Randy.Albelda@umb.edu, 617287-6963) or Jennifer Shea (Jennifer.Shea@umb.edu).
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BRIDGING THE GAPS
EXISTING AND POTENTIAL
STATE PARTNERS
National Partners
Center for Social Policy
Center for Economic and Policy
McCormack Graduate School
Research
University of Massachusetts Boston
100 Morrissey Blvd.
Boston, MA 02125-3393
Phone: (617) 287 5550
Fax: (617) 287 5544
Project Directors: Professor Randy Albelda and
Dr. Donna Friedman

1611 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20009
Phone: (202) 293-5380
Fax: (202) 588-1356
Project Director: Dr. Heather Boushey,
Economist

District of Columbia

State Partners
Illinois

DC Fiscal Policy Institute
820 First Street, NE Suite 610
Washington, DC 20002

Center for Urban Economic Development
University of Illinois, Chicago
Graduate Program in Public Administration
College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
University of Illinois, Chicago
412 S. Peoria St., CUPPA Hall 139
Chicago, Illinois 60607

Illinois
Sargent Shriver National Center on Poverty
Law
50 East Washington St., Suite 500
Chicago, Illinois 60602
Phone: (312) 263-3830
Fax: (312) 263-3846

Iowa
Iowa Policy Project
318 2nd Avenue North
Mt. Vernon, IA 52314

Massachusetts

Minnesota

Center for Social Policy
University of Massachusetts, Boston
McCormack Graduate School
University of Massachusetts Boston
100 Morrissey Blvd.
Boston, MA 02125-3393

Children’s Defense Fund Minnesota
200 University Avenue W., Suite 210
St. Paul, MN 55103
Phone: 651.227.6121

Minnesota

Minnesota

JOBS NOW Coalition
400 Selby Avenue, Suite Q
St. Paul, MN 55102

Legal Services Advocacy Project
Midtown Commons
Suite 101
2324 University Avenue West
St. Paul, MN 55114
Phone: 651-222-3749
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State Partners (continued)
Minnesota
Minnesota Community Action Association
MCIT Building
100 Empire Drive, Suite 202
St. Paul, MN 55103

Minnesota
Minnesota Budget Project
2314 University Ave W. #20
St. Paul, MN 55114
Phone: 651-642-1904 ext. 230
Fax: 651-642-1517
Ohio
Policy Matters Ohio
2912 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44115

New York
Fiscal Policy Institute
11 Park Place, Suite 701
New York, NY 10007
Phone: (212) 721-5624
Fax: (212) 721-5415
Texas
Center for Public Policy Priorities
900 Lydia Street
Austin, TX 78702

North Carolina
North Carolina Budget and Tax Center
PO Box 28068
Raleigh, NC 27611
Washington
Seattle Jobs Initiative
330 6th Avenue North, Suite 301
Seattle, WA 98119
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